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GEL POLISHES
In our varied colour palette, you can �nd 
every colour that your clients need – from 
white, through pastels, pink, neon and red 
shades, to deep black.

A perfect creamy formula of gel polishes makes 
product application very smooth and easy. 
Due to the great selection of colours, our basic 
collection will meet expectations of the most 
demanding clients. You only need two layers 
of each color to enjoy your perfect nail design.

Available capacity: 8ml

Available colours:
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Consistency: medium thick, without dispersion layer

  perfect to �nish the hybrid or gel stylings
  doesn't get yellow on white colour and does not change  the dark colours
  exceptional shine up to 3 weeks
  consistency allows to �ll up minor irregularities  
  no blue shine during the hardening

HYBRID BASES
Luxury Base
Consistency: medium thick, self-leveling, you can 
use it for sculpting

Highly durable, even on a problematic nail plate.
Hardening: 30-60 seconds in Dual LED.

Available capacity: 8ml
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Glossy Top No Wipe

Available capacity: 8ml

Available colours:

Luxury
Base

Luxury
Pink Base

Luxury
Smoothie

Base

Luxury
Beige
Base
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BUILDER GELS
One Touch
Available colours: 
Pastel Pink: powder pink
Natural Extension: warm beige

  thixotropic gel, perfect for non-�lling technique 
  middle-thick consistency 
  self-leveling, works great with the brush
  reduces the performance time
  you can use it to make an extension on a template

Put builder gel on a hardened Base Gel UV.
Hardening: Dual Led 60-90 seconds.

Available capacity: 30g, 50g
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BUILDER GEL

Flu�y Gel
Milky pink – 40% coverage – perfect to use as baby boomer base 

  doesn't stream down
  doesn't get yellow
  perfect to �ll up minor irregularities
  very soft application, �u�y consistency (but it is not self-leveling gel)
  you can use it to make an extension on a template

Put builder gel on a hardened Base Gel UV 2.0
Hardening: Dual Led 120 seconds.

Available capacity: 30g, 50g
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BASE GEL
Base Gel UV
 
Consistency: thin
Colour: transparent 

  base made to use before builder gel by Saute Nails
  you only need one thin layer to increase the durability 
  it has a dispersion layer which causes a better adhesion
  product is not recommended for making extentions 

Hardening: 30-60 seconds in Dual LED. 

Available capacity: 8ml

Base Gel UV 2.0
 
Consistency: thick
Colour: transparent 

  base with �bers
  you only need one thin layer to increase the durability
  it has a dispersion layer which causes a better adhesion
  product is not recommended for making extentions

Hardening: 30-60 seconds in Dual LED. 

Available capacity: 8ml
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SAUTE ART

Available capacity: 5 g

perfect for shading
a good coverage with �rst layer
perfect for One Stroke and Zhostovo technique
black and yellow colours are not recommended 
to create lines and ornaments due to high pigmentation
with dispersion layer   

SN01 SN02 SN03 SN04 SN05

SAUTE ART

Available capacity: 5 g

No.01 No.02 No.04No.03 No.05

perfect for thin lines and ornaments
black colour works great for foils and white for 
the french technique
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS
Dehydrator
 
Increases adhesiveness.
Degreases the nail plate.

Available capacity: 10 ml

ACID primer
 
Acid primer etches the plate, has intense smell, 
opens the nail scale - you should use it only for 
demanding nails (for clients with hormonal
problems or hyperhydrosis).

Available capacity: 10 ml

Ultrabond Primer
 
Increases adhesiveness, works like double-sided tape.

Available capacity: 10 ml
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BRUSHES

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES

Nail Art Brushes: 4mm, 6mm, 8mm
Gel Brusher: 4 x 11mm, 6 x 9mm

High quality brushes made of synthetic 
bristles, covered with ferrule
protecting from hardening, dirt 
and deformations.

4 mm 8 mm6 mm

25pcs 10 pcs

gel

for decorations for decorations for decorations

gel

Nail �le half-moon 100/180 Nail polisher half-moon 100/180

4 mm 6 mm



Moniuszki 20B
26-600 Radom

 
Customer Service

733-122-144
sklep@sautenails.pl
www.sautenails.pl 


